
PackBench 7.2

7.2.969.649 [Update 02]
Released on Oct 25, 2022  

Ability to synchronize values with RayFlow BEN-368  

A new dialog has been added, where two-way synchronization between RayFlow and PackBench can be started. PackBench automatically 

detects the conflicts, and shows the overview of conflicts between both products, allowing the user to choose which value should be 

persisted.

 

Other improvements

Improved sorting of dates in columns Created and Modified. BEN-374  ZEN-20329  

When PackBench starts, the current language is detected and used as a preferred UI language for PackBench, BEN-379  

Resolved issues

Fixed an issue, where RayFlow values could be incorrectly mapped to PackBench variables when using localized data field names. 

BEN-375  ZEN-20328  



Fixed a regression in version 7.2.955.643, where tasks, started after a task that used newly introduced RayFlow variables, could reuse 

previous command lines. BEN-376  ZEN-20375  

Fixed migration and creation scripts to use dbo  prefix. BEN-373  

Fixed minor UI issues in the Properties window. BEN-381  

7.2.955.643 [Update 01]
Released on Jun 30, 2022  

Resolved Issues

Fixed a problem with data fields of the "Date-Time" type where it was not possible to select years starting from 2000. BEN-367  ZEN-19433  

7.2.952.641 [RTM]
Released on Jun 8, 2022  

Improvements

It is now possible to start tools supporting the RayFlow Client-like command line interface. A set of properties was added to 

accommodate the necessary settings, so that it is possible to pass them around with the respective command line. BEN-364  

Log configuration has been unified across all products. Also, we updated log4net  to version 2.0.14  to close the security vulnerability 

described in CVE-2018-1285. RSC-701  RSC-711

It is now possible to run RayFlow functions on systems where MD5 is disabled by FIPS policy. RSC-678

Resolved Issues

Fixed rare issues with the command-line tool pbcmd.exe . BEN-363  

Resolved some inconsistencies in the German translation. BEN-366  

Fixed an issue where it was possible to select an inactive depot when uploading files to RayFlow. RQC-1009

Fixed a rare issue where the background work indication could steal the focus from message box rendering it unclickable. RPK-4424

 


